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INTRODUCTION

It is generally well established that a good many phenomena of everyday life are quite complicated to 
be described in a simple, concise and quantitative way. Many examples can spring to mind; from the 
motion of an object in the Earth’s atmosphere to the (long term) weather forecasting, or from bacteria 
growing experiments in a Petri plate to space craft missions, etc. Indeed, almost all the physical (real) 
systems, say from natural sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry, biology, geology etc.) to applied sciences 
(e.g., engineering, economics etc.), and from health sciences to humanities are susceptible to a – more 
of less – multi parametric and complex prototype.

The aforementioned complexity is due to the following reason: The magnitude of the system under 
consideration is beyond any reasonable reach and completely unlikely to be reproduced in the labora-
tory for study

a)  either at a local level; indeed, for example, although it is quite simple to deal with the motion of a 
gas molecule, it is extremely difficult for a human to do the same with the motion/behaviour of an 
enormous amount of molecules interacting with each other;

b)  or at a global level, for example, the weather forecast in meteorology, the galaxy collisions in 
Relativistic Astrophysics, etc., for obvious reasons.

Conceptually, case (a) is by default attacked by implementing statistical methods, while case (b) 
is attacked by multi parametric analytical systems. Nevertheless, both cases are dealt with the use of 
computers. In other words, the previously mentioned multi parametric, complex prototype is realised 
as a (imperative) computer code of a functional nature: some input is given and an output is expected 
(thus the imperative character); also same inputs produce same results (hence the functional character). 
This computer code incarnates the term “computer simulation” [see (Osais, 2017) for an overview of 
the programming aspects of simulation].

Definition 1. A computer simulation is a computer program that represents the dynamic responses 
of one system by the behaviour of another system modelled after it.
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BACKGROUND

Computers can be used to simulate physical systems but is the use of computers (and thus the need for 
computer simulations) something unavoidable? The answer to this question is affirmative.

Indeed for the case (a), general theorems from Statistics dictate that the larger the magnitude of 
the prototype the more accurate and with less deviation is the forecast for the behaviour of the system. 
Within this sector of this type of problems the need for the use of random numbers (expressing an arbi-
trary possible state of the system) is a sine qua non. Of course, it is practically impossible for a human 
to produce massively random numbers and thus to emulate a plausible (physical) state of the statistical 
system under consideration. At this point the computers enter the study; they can produce in (almost/
relatively) no time huge quantities of arbitrary numbers, therefore they suffice for the description of the 
collection of physical states. Yet, there are two limitations here:

• On one hand, computers produce pseudo random numbers and not completely random ones. This 
has to do with the whole concept of what a human made machine is capable of. Modern techniques 
have been tried to smooth away this problem by implementing characteristics of the machine (like 
the temperature of the CPU or the “entropy” of the accumulated information etc.) which could be 
used to produce truly random numbers, but the very essence of the problem remains since in any 
case correlating functions are involved.

• On the other hand, computers do not cope well with real numbers, but only with integers. Thus, 
two real numbers which are supposed to be equal, do not have their difference equal to zero but 
rather equal to a given (very) small number. For instance, 0.99999 and 1 can be consider as equal 
(if the tolerance/accuracy is, say, 0.00001) or not –depending both on the hardware architecture 
and the software constraints.

Now, for the case (b), the arguments go as follows. There exist systems:

§  which either it is beyond any hope (for various objective reasons) for them to be reproduced in the 
laboratory and thus to study all the aspects/parameters of the problem, for example, the collision 
of two black holes in Relativistic Astrophysics or

§  which can be considered as showing extreme behaviour that belongs to the limits of a theory. In 
this case, it is possible for those limits of the theory/prototype under consideration to surpass the 
current technical abilities. Then, a computer based prototype can fill in the gap between current 
technology and theoretical demands/inquiries.

Again, as before, the aforementioned limitations are still valid plus one more; the accuracy of the 
computer based prototype –leaving aside the issue of potential human errors.

Thus, the general conclusion is that for various different reasons, depending of the case under con-
sideration, the implementation of computer simulations is of fundamental importance.

Let us present a naive example that can serve as a comprehensive illustration of the need for computer 
simulations.

The Problem: the study of the electromagnetic radiation near the accretion disks in the vicinity of a 
black hole [see (Thorne, 1994) for an accessible account of black holes and (Romero & Vila, 2014) for 
a recent account of the physics of black holes].

The Solution: (towards the computer simulation)
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